For Immediate Release

BALLET BC ANNOUNCES PROGRAM 3 OF ITS 2016/17 SEASON
Vancouver, BC - Ballet BC concludes its dynamic 31st season at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre, May 11-13,
2017 at 8pm. Our season finishes with a thrilling triple bill of cutting edge and inspired choreography by two
prominent Israeli choreographers and Ballet BC’s Artistic Director Emily Molnar. PROGRAM 3 features world
premieres by choreographers Emanuel Gat, Emily Molnar and the Ballet BC premiere of Minus 16 by Ohad
Naharin.
Israeli choreographer Emanuel Gat is applauded around the world for his work that “knows how to bend tradition
with craft.” As the Artistic Director of Emanuel Gat Dance in France, his original voice is one of rare beauty and
humanity that engulfs the stage with expansive spirit, architecture, intelligence, and intimacy. For this evening Gat
will create a new 30 min work for the full company. Ballet BC is enthusiastic to collaborate with Emanuel and to be
exposed to the many facets of his creative mind and choreographic craft.
Ballet BC’s Artistic Director Emily Molnar continues to investigate her work as a choreographer with the
passionate and dedicated artists of Ballet BC. The National Arts Centre has commissioned Molnar to create this
vibrant new work as part of ENCOUNT3RS, which pairs three Canadian choreographers with three Canadian
composers to create works with original scores, in celebration of Canada’s 150th Anniversary. ENCOUNT3RS will
be presented on the prestigious NAC Dance Ballet Series in April 2017 with the NAC Orchestra. Molnar’s
creation, set to a commissioned score by the “brilliant musical scientist”, Canadian composer Nicole Lizée, will be
brought directly to Vancouver audiences after its world premiere in Ottawa.
Ballet BC is thrilled to present for the first time a work by the revered Israeli choreographer and Artistic Director of
Batsheva Dance Company, Ohad Naharin. Originally created in 1999 and set to an eclectic score ranging from
Dean Martin to mambo, techno to traditional Israeli music, Minus 16 has been thriving on the world stage for years
with a surprising playfulness that makes each performance unique. The work is distinct for removing the barrier
between performer and audience and for its mesmerizing use of improvisation in connection with Naharin’s
innovative movement language known as “Gaga.”
'To close our 2016-17 season, we are delighted to share this unique evening featuring a very special collaboration
with the National Arts Centre and Canadian composer Nicole Lizée, a full company world premiere by
internationally acclaimed Emanuel Gat and for the first time ever, a work by renown dancemaker, Ohad Naharin,
with his masterwork Minus 16. I have long admired the works of Emanuel Gat and Ohad Naharin and have been
eager to bring them to our artists and audiences. It is with great joy and excitement that we present this final
program that hosts a variety of perspectives that illuminate and celebrate dance from around the globe. Thank
you to all who supported Ballet BC and our many wonderful local arts organizations throughout the season. As
a company, we are deeply grateful to be able to create a close and meaningful conversation with our community.’
- Emily Molnar
PROGRAM 3 plays the Queen Elizabeth Theatre at 8:00pm May 11-13, 2017. Tickets range from $21.25 to
$91.25 (plus applicable charges) and can be purchased through Ticketmaster at 1-855-985-2787 (855-985-ARTS)
or online at ticketmaster.ca.
Support for Ballet BC has been generously provided by the Canada Council for the Arts, the BC Arts Council, the
Province of British Columbia, and the City of Vancouver.
Ballet BC
Combining classical integrity with a contemporary sensibility, Ballet BC is a creation-based company of 18
talented dancers from Canada and around the world that is committed to exploration and collaboration in
contemporary dance. Solidly grounded in the rigour and artistry of classical ballet, with an emphasis on innovation
st
and the immediacy of the 21 century, the Company presents a distinct and diverse repertoire by some of the
most sought-after Canadian and International choreographers. Ballet BC continues its commitment to perform
highly acclaimed productions on regional, national and international tours in addition to its regular performance
season at the Queen Elizabeth Theatre in Vancouver.

For more information, visit balletbc.com or follow us on Facebook, Instagram and Twitter @balletbc.
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